US News and World Report, January 7
“Kids’ Suicide Risk Similar for All Newer Antidepressants” quotes David Fassler M.D., clinical professor of psychiatry, regarding research on certain antidepressants and specific their effect on adolescents.

Boston Globe, January 19
Gregory Holmes, M.D., professor and chair of the Department of Neurological Sciences is quoted in “Who Taught You to Drive? Answers to Some Riddles of the Road”, which discusses the effects of LED street lighting on individuals with neurological conditions.

Medical and Science Media:

Health Canal, January 11
“Some Motor Proteins Cooperate Better than Others” features a publication coauthored by Kathleen Trybus, Ph.D., professor of molecular physiology and biophysics.
Also: Your Houston News, innovationsreport

Digital Journal, January 14
“Discovery to Facilitate Eradication of Polio Worldwide” features a publication coauthored by Beth Kirkpatrick, M.D., professor of medicine and director of the Vaccine Testing Center.
http://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/1681302
Also: seattlepi, stamfordadvocate.com

MedPageToday, January 20
Charles Irvin, Ph.D., professor of medicine and director of the Vermont Lung Center, is a featured expert in a “Hot Topics 2014” video on asthma and allergy on MedPageToday.com.
http://www.medpagetoday.com/HOTTOPICS2014/special-reports/SpecialReports-Videos/369
Medical Xpress, January 27
Cancer research by Marc Greenblatt, M.D., associate professor of medicine, and colleagues is highlighted in “Study Provides Clearer Picture of Cancer Risk”.

Vermont/Regional:

WAMC Northeast Public Radio, January 2
Stephen Leffler, M.D., professor of surgery, is quoted in an article entitled “North Country Deals With Frigid Temperatures” which discusses the necessary preparations and dangers associated with recent extremely low temperatures.
http://wamc.org/post/north-country-deals-frigid-temperatures
Also: vpr.net

NECN, January 2
“Extreme Cold Bites Northeast” quotes Stephen Leffler, M.D., professor of medicine regarding the dangers of recent extreme cold temperatures.
http://www.necn.com/01/02/14/Extreme-cold-bites-northeast/landing_weather.html?blockId=861013&feedId=11106

WCAX, January 2
A piece from WCAX entitled “Worries about H1N1 Flu in Vermont”, features an interview with Chris Grace, M.D., associate professor of family medicine.
http://www.wcax.com/story/24351302/worries-about-h1n1-flu-in-vermont

WCAX-TV, January 9
This news story, titled “Is a Common Knee Surgery Necessary?” features Nathan Endres, M.D., assistant professor of orthopedics and rehabilitation.
http://www.wcax.com/story/24411382/is-a-common-knee-surgery-unnecessary

Times Argus, January 14
“FAHC to Change Trustee Structure” discusses the restructuring of board members by Fletcher Allen, and mentions the dean of the College of Medicine.
http://www.timesargus.com/article/20140114/THISJUSTIN/701149916
Also: Press Republican, wsbradio.com, vermontbiz.com

WCAX-TV, January 16
“Researchers Pull the Plug on a Blood Pressure Study” quotes Harold Dauerman, M.D., professor of medicine.
http://www.wcax.com/story/24476476/researchers-pull-the-plug-on-a-blood-pressure-study
Harold Dauerman, M.D., professor of medicine, is interviewed regarding the success of the TAVI trial in “FDA Approves Heart Surgery Technique; FAHC at Forefront of Study”. [Link](http://www.wcax.com/story/24500053/fda-approves-less-invasive-heart-surgery)


Marjorie Meyer, M.D., associate professor of obstetrics and gynecology, is quoted in “Despite Barriers, Addicted Moms-To-Be Are Finding Help”, which discusses the struggles faced by substance-dependent pregnant women. [Link](http://digital.vpr.net/post/despite-barriers-addicted-moms-be-are-finding-help)

Stephen Leffler, M.D., professor of surgery and Fletcher Allen chief medical officer, discusses the warning signs of frostbite in “Cold Weather Experiments”. [Link](http://www.mychamplainvalley.com/story/cold-weather-experiements-we-used-a-banana-as-a-ha/d/story/ePw7xoqloEOCsBfEKXcLGA)

Research and Clinical trials by Fletcher Allen Health Care and The University of Vermont College of Medicine are discussed in “Parkinson’s Disease Trials Will Help Vermont”. [Link](http://www.benningtonbanner.com/columnists/ci_24981631/parkinson’s-disease-trials-will-help-vermont)


Anne Johnston, M.D., associate professor of pediatrics, comments on opiate addiction in pregnant women in “Housing a Must to Help Women Battling Opiate Addiction, Advocates Say”. [Link](http://vtdigger.org/2014/01/28/housing-must-help-women-battling-opiate-addiction-advocates-say/)

Parkinson’s disease patient Michael O’Connor mentions UVM and Fletcher Allen in his Commentary, titled “Clinical trials in Vermont have benefited patients.” [Link](http://vtdigger.org/2014/01/28/michael-oconnor-clinical-trials-vermont-benefited-patients/)
ABC22/Fox44-TV, January 30
*Charles MacLean, M.D.*, associate dean for primary care and professor of medicine, comments on the increasing difficulties in access to primary care in “Doctor Shortage Remains in Rural Vermont.”
http://www.mychamplainvalley.com/story/d/story/doctor-shortage-remains-in-rural-vermont/98620/_5kpbsm3T02Z5dybJWuRgQ

*Burlington Free Press, January 31*
*Robert Pierattini, M.D.*, chair and professor of psychiatry, authors a piece entitled “My Turn: Myths of involuntary Medication”.
http://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/article/20140202/OPINION02/302020021/My-Turn-Myths-involuntary-medication